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Abstract
Children with birth defects (BD) express distinct clinical features that often have various medical consequences, 
one of which is predisposition to the development of cancers. Identification of the underlying genetic mechanisms 
related to the development of cancer in BD patients would allow for preventive measures. We performed a whole 
genome sequencing (WGS) study on blood-derived DNA samples from 1566 individuals without chromosomal 
anomalies, including 454 BD probands with at least one type of malignant tumors, 767 cancer-free BD probands, 
and 345 healthy individuals. Exclusive recurrent variants were identified in BD-cancer and BD-only patients and 
mapped to their corresponding genomic regions. We observed statistically significant overlaps for protein-coding/
ncRNA with exclusive variants in exons, introns, ncRNAs, and 3’UTR regions. Exclusive exonic variants, especially 
synonymous variants, tend to occur in prior exons locus in BD-cancer children. Intronic variants close to splicing 
site (< 500 bp from exon) have little overlaps in BD-cancer and BD-only patients. Exonic variants in non-coding RNA 
(ncRNA) tend to occur in different ncRNAs exons regardless of the overlaps. Notably, genes with 5’ UTR variants 
are almost mutually exclusive between the two phenotypes. In conclusion, we conducted the first genomic study 
to explore the impact of recurrent variants exclusive to the two distinguished clinical phenotypes under study, 
BD with or without cancer, demonstrating enrichment of selective protein-coding/ncRNAs differentially expressed 
between these two phenotypes, suggesting that selective genetic factors may underlie the molecular processes of 
pediatric cancer development in BD children.
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Pediatric cancer is relatively rare, however, children diag-
nosed with malignant tumors present a severe clinical 
situation, which takes a significant toll on affected indi-
viduals, families, health care system, and society world-
widely. It is well known that children with birth defects 
(BD) are more likely to develop cancers either during 
childhood or later in life. Large population-based studies 
show that the risk is about 2.5-fold higher in BD children 
compared to children without BD independent of under-
lying chromosome anomalies [1]. More recent statistical 
data from the Centers for Disease Control and Preven-
tion (CDC) show that the BD rate is approximately 3% 
in United States (https://www.cdc.gov/ncbddd/birthde-
fects/index.html), therefore the cancer risk in BD children 
without chromosomal anomaly cannot be neglected con-
sidering the significant effect size.

In a previous study we reported on genetic variants 
associated with pediatric cancer in BD children [2]. 
Whether these variant/biomarkers are predictive of can-
cer incidence in BD children remains unknown. More-
over, whether these variants impact their corresponding 
protein-coding/non-coding RNAs and/or further alter 
underlying biological pathways of malignant tumor 
development in children with BD remains unknown. 
In addition, it remains to be determined whether the 
targets of these exclusive recurrent variants (ERVar), 
such as the corresponding protein-coding/non-coding 
RNAs, are exclusively seen in children with BD-cancer 
compared to those with BD-only: (1) If so, it is impor-
tant to know if there is any specific functional pathways 
involved; (2) If not, are there any differences among the 
overlapped genes, or do the shared genes lead to totally 
different clinical phenotypes? To address these issues, 
we assembled one of the largest pediatric oncology and 
birth defect cohort of children, as a part of the Gabriella 
Miller Kids First program project (https://kidsfirstdrc.
org/), to identify ERVars for two clinical phenotypes (BD-
cancer vs. BD-only), respectively, and explore the impact 
from related protein-coding/non-coding RNAs and their 
underlying pathways. We identified ERVars by whole 
genome sequencing (WGS) of 1221 probands without 
chromosomal anomalies, including 454 BD patients with 
at least one type of malignant tumors (BD-cancer) and 
767 BD patients without any known cancers (BD-only), 
with additional 345 healthy individuals who are parents/
siblings of the probands as the controls. The two BD 
groups were selected from the same cohort of patient 
recruitments, and ethnic backgrounds showed no statis-
tical differences. Cases officially diagnosed with carry-
ing cancer driver mutations were excluded in this study. 
The results of all coding ERVars were provided in Sup-
plementary Table 1 for BD-cancer and BD-only patients, 
respectively.

Significant overlap for targets gene/non-coding 
RNAs with ERVars
To better understand the mechanisms of malignant 
tumor developments at the molecular level, we searched 
for variants that are associated with cancer risk such as 
ERVars in pediatric BD patients with malignant tumors 
without chromosome abnormalities. When compar-
ing BD that are typically identified at birth to pediatric 
cancers that often develop later in life, it is important to 
note that not all children with BD will develop malignant 
tumors, although they may have a higher risk compared 
to the general population. Certain genes associated with 
BD or underlying molecular mechanisms may contrib-
ute significantly to tumor growth. The rationales are that 
recurrent variants effectively eliminate false positives, 
and variants that are exclusively seen in the two medi-
cal conditions (BD-cancer vs. BD-only) would inform the 
disease pathogenesis. Typically, the ERVars were mapped 
to mutually exclusive protein-coding/non-coding RNAs-
for two distinguished clinical phenotypes (BD-cancer 
vs. BD-only), as causative ERVars may lead to the activa-
tion of different pathways related to tumor development/
progression [3]. A major finding of this study is that for 
genes and genetic variants that overlapped between the 
two phenotypes, we observed statistically significant 
overlaps for ERVars located in exons, introns, ncRNAs 
and 3’UTR regions (P = 6.3E-20 for genes with exonic 
ERVars, P = 1.1E-57 for intronic ERVars, P = 4.2E-82 
for ncRNA ERVars, and P = 1.3E-14 for 3’UTR ERVars) 
(Supplementary Fig. 1). Therefore, the development and 
progression of malignant tumors in BD children are likely 
due to compounded effects from, i.e., different protein-
coding/non-coding RNAs with ERVars, plus pleiotropic 
functional effects of protein-coding/non-coding RNAs. 
Another notable finding is that genes with 5’UTR vari-
ants are almost mutually exclusive for the two clinical 
phenotypes, i.e., only 4 genes (SCN3A, MDGA1, GDI2, 
FAM20A) overlapped, out of 200 and 290 genes in the 
two phenotypes respectively.

Effects of coding ERVars in overlapped genes
From 95 overlapped genes with exonic ERVars, the vari-
ants in BD-cancer patients are mapped more frequently 
to the earlier exons compared to the BD-only group after 
frequency normalization (Fig. 1A). As suggested, exonic 
variants in BD-cancer patients tend to occur in the ear-
lier part of mRNA transcripts. We further stratified vari-
ants into two groups: exonic variants causing change of 
protein sequence (missense, frameshifts, stop codon 
gain/loss) vs. those without amino acid alternation (syn-
onymous). Interestingly, nonsynonymous variants in the 
two phenotypes showed no difference in exonic locations 
(Fig. 1B). In contrast, a tendency of different pattern was 
observed in synonymous variants in BD-cancer patients 
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(Fig.  1C and E). Synonymous variants have been taken 
as functionally neutral as causing no change of the pro-
tein sequence. Nonetheless, recent studies suggest their 
significant effects involving RNA splicing, stability, fold-
ing, translation, or co-translational protein folding in 

pediatric cancer [4]. An example is the gene UGT1A8 
involved in endometrial cancer [5], which has been iden-
tified as a potential risk factor for colorectal cancer [6]. 
This study showed that the synonymous variants occur in 
the first exon of UGT1A8 in BD-cancer patients and the 

Fig. 1 Comparisons of ERVars between BD-cancer and BD-only patients. [a] all normalized exonic ERVars; [b] nonsynonymous variants in BD-cancer and 
BD-only; [c] nonsynonymous variants in BD-cancer but synonymous in BD-only; [d] synonymous variants in BD-cancer but nonsynonymous in BD-only; 
[e] nonsynonymous variants in BD-cancer and BD-only; [f] counts for ncRNA exonic ERVars in BD-cancer versus BD-only patients; [g] average distances 
(bp) in multiple thresholds when distances sorted in ascending orders for BD-cancer intronic variants; [h] average distances (bp) in multiple thresholds 
when distances sorted in ascending orders for BD-only intronic variants
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last exon in BD-only patients, implying that synonymous 
variants may have more functional effects in malignant 
tumor development in BD children. To further validate 
our findings, we conducted an additional analysis using 
a gene set consisting of 565 well-known pediatric cancer 
driver genes [7]. Through this analysis, and we replicated 
a significant number of pediatric cancer driver genes, 
with 37 genes containing coding ERVars (Supplementary 
Table 2).

Effects of non-coding ERVars in overlapped genes
ERVars in non-coding RNAs, especially long non-coding 
RNAs (lncRNAs) have been reported of contribution to 
complex disorders like cancer and cardiovascular dis-
eases, for example, the lncRNA MIAT promotes medul-
loblastoma tumorigenesis and treatment resistance [8]. 
Compared to coding genes, knowledge for phenotypic 
effects and consequences of ncRNA variants are largely 
missing. To assess the effects of ncRNA variants quan-
titatively between the two phenotypes, we counted the 
number of exonic variants in ncRNAs, respectively 
(Fig. 1F). A total of 286 overlapped ncRNAs have at least 
one exonic variant, and 51 out of 286 ncRNAs (17.8%) 
have exonic variants in both BD-cancer and BD-only 
groups. The majority of exonic ERVars in ncRNAs occur 
in different ncRNAs. LINC01140 is a regulator in osteo-
sarcoma proliferation and invasion [9], with five different 
variants occurred only in BD-cancer children. There are 
3 variants in the adjacent regions: chr1:87132127-G-GA, 
chr1:87132128-T-TA and chr1:87132128-T- TTTTA-
ATGATA, and the other 2 variants are at the same chro-
mosomal position chr1:87168368-G-A/T. These results 
indicate the exonic variants may affect different ncRNAs.

ERVars in intronic regions, especially variants close to 
exons, may disrupt RNA splicing, resulting in the loss of 
exons or the inclusion of introns, and an altered protein 
sequence [10]. Intronic variants have attracted significant 
attention in recent years and have been shown of contri-
bution to tumorigenesis by acting on splicing codes [11]. 
The average distances were calculated for the 5,708 over-
lapped genes with intronic variants, and the genes with 
the closest intronic ERVars are significantly different 
between the two clinical phenotypes. As shown in Fig. 1G 
H, the genes with intronic variant distance < 500 bp, have 
hardly any overlaps. These results suggest that, although 
a large portion of the genes are overlapped in terms of 
intronic ERVars, about one-half of the genes are more 
likely to be altered in BD-cancer patients because the 
intronic variants are much closer to exon compared to 
their distances in the BD-only patients. As the threshold 
increases, the distance differences between BD-cancer 
and BD-only groups are reduced, indicating the impacts 
of intronic variants are fading and cause less differences 
when they are further from the exons. Several interesting 

genes were uncovered, including CHD2, PAX3, PAX6, 
and GRHL3. The intronic variant at chr15: 92,937,746 
T->C in CHD2, is 197 bp away from exon 5/6 in BD-can-
cer patients, compared to 1,384 bp in BD-only patients. 
This variant has the potential to result in alternative splic-
ing, leading to a different transcript ENST00000628375.2 
in the BD-cancer patients. For the genes containing 
intronic ERVars exclusively seen in BD-cancer patients, 
we observed an enrichment in the coenzyme meta-
bolic process (FDR = 0.014), nicotinate and nicotinamide 
metabolism (FDR = 0.026), and pentose and glucuronate 
interconversions pathway (FDR = 0.036). Coenzymes play 
important roles in cancer metabolism, including pediat-
ric brain tumors such as glioblastoma and neuroblastoma 
[12]. The enzymes in nicotinate and nicotinamide metab-
olism, such as nicotinate phosphoribosyl-transferase 
(NAPRT) may be involved in multiple adult and pediatric 
tumors [13]. Pentose and glucuronate interconversion is 
a metabolic pathway altered across all tumor types [14].

Unique ERVars in 5’ UTR regions
Another notable finding in this study is that genes con-
taining ERVars in 5’UTR regions are most mutually 
exclusive for the two distinguished clinical phenotypes. 
In 5’UTR regions, variants may affect upstream open 
reading frame (uORF) to regulate translation initiation 
of specific transcripts, and a single-point mutation may 
create a novel uORF in the tumor suppressor [15]. The 
functional analysis for BD-cancer specific genes (Supple-
mentary Table  3) showed enrichment of genes in posi-
tive regulation of protein serine/threonine kinase activity 
(FDR = 0.035). Eight genes, including MSH6, PIK3R1, 
WRN, PTCH1, NUP98, CLTC, with variants in 5’ UTR 
regions, were replicated in the pediatric cancer gene set 
(Table  1). Overall, the results indicate that variants in 
5’UTR regions may contribute for cancer development 
in BD children by impacting tumorigenesis through the 
abnormal translation of genes that are critical for protein 
serine/threonine kinase activities.

Conclusion
This first genomic study exploring the impact of recur-
rent variants exclusive to the two distinguished clinical 
phenotypes, BD with or without cancer, demonstrates 
enrichment of selective protein-coding/non-coding 
RNAsthat are differentially expressed between these 
two phenotypes, suggesting that selective genetic factors 
may underlie the molecular processes of pediatric can-
cer development in BD children. Further study to com-
pare ERVars identified in cancer patients (without BD) 
with those in BD-cancer patients will gain significant 
knowledge.
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